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The following are examples of statements of objectives that could
be used in a research organisation's strategy for Framework 6.
They are based on actual discussions with research organisations
on their Framework 6 strategies. (The comments in brackets are
actual quotations from research managers)
To access European Union Funding for research activities. One
ofthe problems with this simple objective is that the researchers
may concentrate on obtaining any contracts rather than
focussing on the research priorities of the organisation.
To establish the research group as the European (or International) scientific leader in a scientific area ('to be the best in our
field'). It is important that the scientific areas are well defined (a
niche within an niche). For example, , to be the world leader in
the simulation and design of photovoltaic (solar) systems'.
To access new technologies relevant to the organisation's areas of
excellence ('to avoid missing the train').
To work with the best research partners in the European Union.
('to be the preferred partner of the best scientists in our field')
To provide better education and training to graduates and
post-graduates. ('We want our graduates to excel in any interview, anywhere in the world')
• To promote the organisation's scientific and technical excellence
to the scientific/technical community ('more conferences, more
publications, more website hits..:)
To ensure the research results are used by enterprises and society ('getting value from our research efforts')
To provide relevant support to researchers ('To streamline the
process of proposal writing, contract negotiation and contract
management/administration').
The strategy should also describe the activities that the organisation will NOT undertake in Framework 6. For example:
Specific tasks in the contract. (One University clearly informed
its researchers that 'we will not act as main contractor in Framework 6 contracts').
No subcontracting. (' We will utilise only internal resources in
the contracts')

Astrategy for individual researchers
An individual researcher (or a small research group) should have

a strategy covering all of the following issues:
Which is the scientific niche (or even a 'niche within a niche')
where the researcher's expertise is the best and where it complements that of researchers from other research centres. This
requires clear identification.
• Which Framework 6 Priorities (sub-programmes) are relevant
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to the researcher? All of the sub-programmes-not just the
main programmes-should be identified.
Which Instruments (types of contracts) will be used? A simple
strategy could be the following: 'The research group will focus
on Integrated Projects and Networks of Excellence. STREPS will
be used to explore future research topics. Specific Support
Actions will be used to fund workshops and small conferences.
Coordination Actions will be used to fund research networks.
Marie Curie Fellowships will be used to hire researchers or to
fund PhD students. The Research Infrastructure instrument will
be used to access research facilities'.
Which 'Calls for Proposal'? Each programme will have (typically) one call for proposals each year. An example of a strategy
could be: In 2004 the research group will focus on Specific Support Action to establish links with potential partners. In 2005
the group will set up a Coordination Action to establish a formal
network with other research organisations. This network should
lead to an Integrated Project or a Network ofExcellence in 2006.
What Role in the Project? Scientific Coordinator? Main contractor? Work-package leader? Consortium Manager? Exploitation
Manager?
Which partners? This is the most critical issue and will require
the most thorough analysis. Which companies and in particu. lar which SMEs (Small and Medium Enterprises) could be
included in the project? Which partners from the Candidate
Countries should be included?
What support staff is available? Examples include: Who will
write the Gender dimension of the proposal? Who will take
care of the ethical issues, the consortium agreement etc.?
Which sources of information? Framework 6 proposals require
arguments in science, economic relevance, social relevance, relevance to European Union policies etc. Which are the best
sources of information for these sections of the proposal? For
this information see www.hyperion.ie/framework6websites.htm
Which templates can be used to streamline the process of proposal writing? Sample templates can be found on:
www.hyperion.ie/templates.htm

From strategy to people
Framework 6 is about people. It is not just about EU institutions,
websites and proposal documents. The researchers who are successful in Framework 6 contracts are active in a wide variety ofEU
activities. They network and more importantly they maintain networks. The following is a simple strategy for action by a researcher
to identify the key individuals in their scientific area in the ED.
1. Identify the relevant individuals in the European Commission.
The organisation structure can be found on:
http://europa.eu.intlcomm/dgslresearch!organisation3n.htrnl
2. Identify the researchers that are already partners in EU R&D
contracts in your area. These can be found on the search engine
in http://dbs.cordis.lu/fep/FP5/FP5_PROJLsearch.htrnl
3. Identify the individuals that are working as experts to the European Commission. In particular, identify the researchers that are
involved in advisory committees or those who write policy
documents on scientific topics. Examples of all Framework 6
topics can be found on www.hyperion.ie/fp6websites.htm
4. Join the relevant EU Research Associations. Examples can be
found on www.hyperion.ie/euassociations.htm
5. Join relevant Thematic Networks that were funded under
Framework 5. These can be found on:
http://dbs.cordis.lulfep/FP5/FP5_PROJLsearch.html by
searching under THEMATIC NETWORK.
6. Researchers should promote their expertise at EU conferences,
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exhibitions and in relevant magazine. This can be done through
Thematic Networks and European Research Associations (listed above).
7. Participate in Framework 6 evaluations to learn the process of
proposal writing and proposal evaluation. The call for experts
can be found on www.cordis.lu/fp6/

Conclusion
Strategies are useless pieces of paper unless implemented. A strategy is not a once in a lifetime exercise - it must be regularly
updated to reflect changes in internal research priorities, changes in
funding rules or changes in funding priorities. It is important that
a general strategy exists and that it is communicated throughout
the research organisation.
Research organisations and individual researchers should be
able to answer the following questions:
• How will the success of participation in Framework 6 be measured?
How will the failure of involvement in Framework 6 be measured?
What is the greatest concern of the organisation regarding
Framework 6?
What are the limitations ofthe researchers and the limitations of
the organisation when participating in Framework 6?

If the researchers cannot answer these questions they may be travelling in the wrong direction.
The best strategy will always involve producing the best science
and working with the best partners.

About the author
Dr. Sean McCarthy (sean.mccarthy@hyperion.ie) is Managing
Director ofHyperion Ltd. Hyperion specialises in the development
oftraining courses for research managers. Full details oftheir training courses can be found on www.hyperion.ie. Hyperion's clients
can be seen on www.hyperion.ie/clients.htm
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PN is undertaking a survey to assess the level ofinvolvement of
its readers in Framework 6 and to compile a short report on
the experiences ofpeople who submitted proposals during the first
year of the programme. Sean McCarthy of Hyperion Ltd. will
analyse the replies and present the results in a future edition of
EPN. This information will be valuable to EPN readers in the
planning of future research proposals.
1. Did you submit a proposal to Framework 6?
2. If you did not submit a proposal, then what were your reasons?
3. What was the most difficult part of the proposal to write?
4. Did you participate as a partner or as the coordinator of the
proposal?
5. How much effort (in person days) was involved in participating
in the proposal?
6. Have you any recommendation you would like to make to the
European Commission regarding proposal writing for Framework 6 (and future Framework programmes)?

Please email your replies to sean.mccarthy@hyperion.ie before
28thApril 2004. Participation ofEPN readers will be greatlyappreciated.
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